
Dear Friend,

“This is your favorite President calling.”

If you have gotten a call from Donald Trump, almost certainly that’s how the call started. 

MIGOP Chairwoman Kristina Karamo takes calls from President Trump regularly and was a
dedicated 100% Trump supporter in 2016 and 2020.  

Lately however, the John Yob led cabal behind the January 6 false meeting has been messaging
out hard that Kristina Karamo is anti-Trump.  They are also spending vast amounts of money
paying Trumps inner circle in the hopes of getting sufficient payoff to convince Trump to
torpedo Kristina.

Kristina Karamo is a dedicated America First Warrior, as a genuine smile will attest:



What is it that John Yob is using then to convince others that Kristina is opposing Trump? 
He claims that Kristina Karamo has failed to endorse Trump.  It’s a clever deception.

John Yob

The cleverness in John Yob’s deception is that Kristina Karamo has not in fact officially endorsed
Donald Trump for president.   Why?  As MIGOP Chairwoman, she is legally prohibited from
doing so before the primary.  This does not mean (as Yob’s henchmen Malinda Pego, Andy
Seabolt and Warren Carpenter would have you believe) that Kristina is anti-Trump.  It only
means that Kristina will follow the rules and the law. 

Here are the rules which apply to Kristina, as she is a member of the Republican National
Committee:



What this means is that Kristina Karamo is legally forbidden from endorsing Donald Trump
before the primary.  This does not mean that she does not support the president I any way.  In
fact, the president would be hard pressed to find a single person in Michigan politics that he
could trust to support his America first positions more than Kristina Karamo.

Donald Trump’s inaugural speech contained the keys to the fight we face today.  Let’s
remember his words that day:

“For too long a small group in our nation's capital has reaped the rewards of government
while the people have borne the cost.  Their victories have not been your victories, their



triumphs have not been your triumphs.  And while they celebrated in our nation’s capital,
there was little to celebrate for struggling families all across our land.”

-          Donald Trump

Kristina Karamo has led the charge to promote Americanism and oppose globalism.  This is
evident at the MIGOP.org website. 

Michigan Republican Party (migop.org)

If you support Donald Trump and want to see him to victory in 2024 in Michigan, let there be
no mistake that Kristia Karamo as MIGOP chairwoman is the most certain path to that
victory. 

Furthermore

I want to share with you some MIGOP financial information that I have asked for, been provided
and verified…and which I encourage you to confirm with the true and legitimate MIGOP Budget
Committee Chair, Dan Bonaime and/or the true and legitimate MIGOP Chairwoman Kristina
Karamo…(989 710 1194)

1)     Monthly incoming MIGOP money raised is in excess of monthly expenses,
2)     MIGOP currently has ZERO debt…having fully paid off all Mackinac speakers
debt…ask yourself when is the last time any administration had ZERO debt???
3)     My sources tell me that MIGOP had $300K plus in the MIGOP admin account
alone…currently…and with
4)     Monthly fixed costs in the area of $10K on the average.

Sounds financially stable to me…what do you think???

 

ALSO

From a possible criminal and civil liability perspective as it may affect/effect specific bad
actors…the MIGOP investigative group (I am told) has to date discovered and compiled
evidence which supports the following timeline of events which I am sure each of you will
remember…
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Stay tuned as we all have fish to fry!!!

If you have any comments or questions for MRP, please contact us at: info@puregrassroots.org

Yours in Service,

R. Morris Owens, J.D.  

Director of Communications for Michigan Republican Policy

P.S. Please forward this e-mail on to all the other activists in your network

mailto:info@puregrassroots.org

